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Abstract
This paper investigates two major issues of the patenting behavior of
Belgian firms. Firstly, it studies the probabilistic distribution of the patent
citations among several major sectors. Secondly, the firm-oriented data is
studied to investigate the relationships between the Belgian firms’ size
and their patent citation behavior. The modeling results conclude that there
is evidence that the smaller firms tend to be more active in patent citation
than larger ones. Analyzing the implications from the probabilistic models
of citations the paper concludes, that there are different patterns of citation
behavior in different sectors. Some sectors exhibit more openness toward
inter-firm or inter-industry spillovers, while others do not. Moreover,
different industrial sectors exhibit different relationships between the
probability of a citation to occur in this sector and the relative time lag
between the citing and cited patents.
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1 According to the definition given by Jaffe and Trajtenberg (1998), a ‘citation frequency’ is a likelihood 
measure for the probability that any particular patent h granted in year t will cite some particular patent k 
granted in year tτ ≤ . 
2 The spillover parameter β satisfying 10 << β  is a discount parameter, which implies that some benefits of 
each agjent’s R&D flow without payment to other agents.  The value 0=β  indicates the absence of spillovers 
and 1=β  indicates that knowledge freely flows between agents. 
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4 We have obtained weighted consolidated turnover figures for each firm as the sum of the firms’ own turnover 
and the turnovers of their subsidiaries weighted by the total participation share.  A similar procedure was 
applied to the average annual employment as well.  These variables serve as proxy measures for the firms’ 
relative size characteristic. 
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